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Zipcar members are well aware of the benefits of sharing rather than owning, at least when it comes to convenient
on-street access to cars and vans. Now Compare & Share, the world’s first marketplace for sharing lets you
search for sharing services near you. I spoke to Benita Matofska, Founder of Compare and Share to tell us a little
more about what they do:
Zipcar: So who are you guys and what do you do?
Benita Matofska: At Compare and Share we’re building the world’s first marketplace to help people compare all the
things that are available to them through the Sharing Economy. It’s about making sharing easy and accessible to
everyone.
ZC: How did this all start?
BM: I used to spend the entire weekend trying to book a family holiday; we’re not hotel-types, we’re quite
adventurous and we like to meet local people and visit the more unusual sites. To get the kind of experiences we
wanted meant registering on a number of sites, which was a nightmare, even as a BBC trained researcher! There
were no products out there, which allowed us to find what we were looking for, so we created our own in Compare
and Share.
ZC: So what is the Sharing Economy?
BM: I get asked that a lot - and I finally have penned a first attempt at explaining it in my blog post for The People
Who Share - but essentially it’s about sharing “stuff” - your car, home, tools, skills, etc - and accessing goods and
items when you need them rather than owning them. Access vs. ownership is one of the clear definers in
understanding the Sharing Economy, and identifying the organisations and businesses that are building it. Zipcar
is a prime example of this new business model.

ZC: What kinds of business are operating in the sphere now?
BM: The variety of the Sharing Economy is incredible. Our directory currently lists over 7,000 Sharing Economy
businesses, which includes services like peer-to-peer goods exchange, short-term accommodation rentals, peer-
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Sharing Economy is quite remarkable and it has the potential to influence our lifestyle choices in a positive way.
Take Zipcar, they recognised the need for an alternative solution to car ownership in urban areas, which causes
massive congestion problems and damages the environment. But they also realised that people enjoyed the
freedom and convenience of driving, so built their businesses model around the idea of: “hey, I want a car when I
need it, without having to deal with it when I don’t!” – It’s this approach which has been so successful for Zipcar
and it’s something that other organisations are now beginning to adopt.

ZC: Compare and Share started with Car and Ride Sharing and has recently launched Accomodation, what's
next?
BM: For starters, we’re Oxford Jam’s Official Travel Partner. Oxford Jam is a leading social entrepreneurship
event that runs in parallel to the Skoll World Forum from April 9th to the 11th. It’s loads of fun! We’re helping
people get there through car/ride sharing and stay in fantastic, unique and affordable accommodation through our
partners such as Zipcar, Homeaway and Housetrip. Compare and Share will soon be able to offer 1 million places
to stay all over the world, which is a very exciting prospect!
We also run our annual Global Sharing Day event which is on the 1st of June, we have over 200 organisations
involved and last year we reached 70 million people around the world. It’s a key event within the Sharing Economy
and we want everyone to be involved.
Finally, expect some new features on our website in the coming months!
Here’s to Sharing!
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As much fun as sitting on the sofa watching repeats of Dad’s Army with Aunt Barbara is at Christmas, there are
plenty of fun and festive places to zip to over the Christmas and New Year holidays. We’ve rounded up our top 5.
1.

The Hidden House, Westfield Stratford For a truly unique treat for slightly older kids (aged 8+), how about

this immersive experience? Through a maze of rooms, storytellers and surprises, investigate the truth behind
Red Riding Hood’s disappearance.
2.

Vauxhall Christmas Tree Maze Covering a square kilometre of the revived Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, this

maze of locally sourced Nordmann Firs and twinkling with fairy-lights, rewards finishers with a Christmas guest.
There’s also an ice rink, and a food and craft market.
3.

Enchanted Christmas, Westonbirt Arboretum Not too far in a Bristol Zipcar, take a one mile stroll, gazing

up at Westonbirt Arboretum's strikingly illuminated trees against the stark night’s sky, and appreciate these
mighty structures in, quite literally, a whole new light.

Westonbirt Arboretum
4.

Sledging on Box Hill, Surrey When snow does settle in Britain, Box Hill is hands down the best slope in the

South East of England: steep enough to take you past the speed of sound, and popular among kids and younghearted adults alike. But remember – drive carefully in snowy conditions and try to stick to roads that have been
cleared.
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Sledging on Box Hill and Zipcar's Christian shows you how it's not done (middle)
5.

Ice Skating, Hampton Court Palace What could be more romantic than an evening pirouetting on the ice,

bathed in the red brick glow of King Henry VIII splendorous home? Sessions on the Hampton Court rink are
popular, so try to book ahead.
For more winter trip ideas and more, head to our Ziptours guide of places to see in Britain by Zipcar.
Share
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The days are lighter and warmer, and the trees are speckled pink and white with blossom – spring is officially here!
From baby animals to brightly coloured bulbs, we’ve picked some of our favourite places to enjoy the season in
and around London. If you have any suggestions of your own, feel free to add them below.

Kew Gardens
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB, Adults £16
Kew is beautiful whatever the season but during spring it suddenly bursts into colour. Stroll through a blue sea of
crocuses as you enter at Victoria Gate, and along Broad Walk’s golden carpet of daffodils, or promenade down
Cherry Walk for a colourful dose of blossom.
Kew offers daily free guided walking tours of the gardens’ spring highlights, or you can go it alone and follow their
Bulbwatch map.

London Wetland Centre
Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Barnes, London, SW13 9WT, Adult £12.35 (with Gift Aid)
For a bit of the ‘aww’ factor make your way down to the London Wetland Centre in Barnes to see lots of baby
ducklings and cygnets. Plus you can get up close to the otters at feeding time.
But for a bit of spring colour, be sure to take a long meandering walk through the Cricklade Meadow or through the
swaying bloom of the Slate Garden.
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Parkland Walk
See here for a map of walk entrance points, free
This hidden gem in the heart of North London was formally a railway line, which was reclaimed by the community
after the line closed in the 1970s. Stretching from Finsbury Park in the south to Alexandra Palace in the north it is
now a peaceful nature reserve, home to squirrels, hedgehogs, foxes and the odd deer (but if you don’t spot any
deer on the walk you can also find them in a pen in the grounds of Ally Pally). Lined with dense flora, you can often
forget you’re in London and not in the countryside.
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